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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
SCIENCE TEACHERS WORKSHOP. 
7-5-77 
25 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY AND THE KENTUCKY 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION ARE OFFERING A 2-DAY TRAINING 
·oRKSHOP FOR SCI~NCE TEACHERS JULY 14TH AND·l5TH ON 
tHE M-S-U-GAMPUS ••••• 
·THE WORKSHOP IS ONE OF 5 ACROSS KENTUCKY FOR 
ELEMENTARY -- JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 
TO ORGANIZE QUALIFIED PERSONNEL TO. ASSIST LOCAL HIGH 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS WITH IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS ••.•• 
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS WILL RECEIVE TRAINING IN A 
VARIETY OF SCIENTIFIC FIELDS AND WILL BE EXPECTED TO 
'ASSIST IN CONDUCTING PROGRAMS ON THE LOCAL LEVEL •...• 
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
BASKETBALL SIGNEES 
7-5-77 
30 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY BASKETBALL CrnCH JACK 
SCHALOW HAS ANNOUNCED THE SIGNING OF 2 FORWARDS 
BRINGING THE M-S-U RECRUITING TOTAL TO 7 ••••• 
SIGNING WITH THE EAGLES ARE 6-FOOT 5-INCH 
195-POUND KENNY HICKS FROM BOONE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL 
AND 6-FOOT 6-INCH -- 215-POUND RONDY TUCKER FROM 
PLAINFIELD HIGH SCHOOL IN NEW JERSEY •.•.• 
HICKS AVERAGED 24 POINTS AND 15 REBOUNDS PER 
GAME LAST SEASON FROM HIS FORWARD POSITION ON COACH 
JIM CONNOR 1 S BOONE COUNTY TEAM •••.• 
TUCKER WAS NAMED MOST VALUABLE PLAYER IN AN 
ALL-STAR GAME IN BUFFALO -- NEW YORK THIS SPRING 
WAS AN ALL-NEW JERSEY PICK AND A MEMBER OF THE 
NEW JERSEY-NEW YORK ALL-STARS IN THE SERIES WITH THE 
RUSSIAN ALL-STAR TEAM ••••• HNCHC 
r"OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
MSU GOLF TOURN 
7-5-77 
30 SEC. 
FORMER ALL-OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE GOLFER AT 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY--WESLEY MARTIN OF 
WINCHESTER--RETURNED TO THE UNIVERSITY COURSE LAST 
WEEKEND AND CLAIMED A VICTORY IN THE lOTH ANNUAL 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY GOLF TOURNAMENT •••.. 
MARTIN FINISHED THE 3-DAY TOURNAMENT WITH A 
ONE-UNDER-PAR 212---6 SHOTS AHEAD .OF JIM SOLTERS.OF 
FLEMINGSBURG ••••• 
SOLTERS WENT INTO THE FINAL ROUND LEADING WITH 
A 36-HOLE TOTAL OF 140---BUT MARTIN FIRED A FINAL 
ROUND EVEN-PAR 71 TO CLAIM THE CHAMPIONSHIP •••.• 
ROUNDING OUT THE TOP 4 POSITIONS WERE HAROLD 
EPPERSON OF WINCHESTER WITH Z2l AND BILL DAY OF 
BLOOMINGTON-- I NO I ANA WITH 224 •••• • ##H/l#H/1 
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Q~FICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
./MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
-· . 
ART SHOW 
7-8-77 
10 -SEC. 
-MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY GRADUATE STUDENT--
DAN CRUSIE OF BAINBRIDGE--OHIO---IS PRESENTING A 
MIXED MEDIA ART SHOW THROUGH JULY 14TH ••••• 
THE SHOW IS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC II~ THE3RD FLOOR 
GALLERY OF. THE: JOHNSON-CAMDE1'1 LIBRARY ON THE 
M-S-U CAMPUS •••• • H,\'NHN## 
.. :. 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE, 
ORIENTATION 
7-1.1-77 . 
30.SEC. 
' .. 
HUNDREDS OF STUDENTS WHO PLAN TO ATTEND MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY THIS FALL ARE VISITING THE M-S-U ~ ~-
- ·.~:?r~~' 
CAMPUS THIS WEEK FOR ORIENTATION AND PRE-REGISTRATION.:; 
THE SESSIONS BEGAN MONDAY AND WILL CONTINUE 
' 
' WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY OF THIS WEEK ••••• 
THE PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS ATTEND -FACULTY-STUDENT 
DISCUSSIONS AND ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT SESSIONS -- TOUR 
THE CAMPUS AND THEN REGISTER FOR THEIR FALL CLASSES. • .;;; ,, 
ALL PREPARATIONS FOR THE FALL MAY BE MADE EXCEPT 
PAYMENT OF FEES ---- THAT WILL TAKE PLACE AUGUST 22ND--
23RD AND 24TH DURING THE FALL REGISTRATION PERIOD •.••• 
# I'\' I'\' I I I I 
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
KY. ALCOHOL WORKSHOP 
7-17-77 
25 SEC. 
MORE THAN 250 PERSONS ARE VISITING THE 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS THIS WEEK FOR THE 
7TH ANNUAL KENTUCKY SCHOOL OF ALCOHOL STUDIES ••••• 
THE WEEK-LONG CONFERENCE KICKED OFF SUNDAY 
EVENING WITH RUTH MAXWELL-- AUTHOR OF 11 THE BOOZE 
BATTLE: A COMMON SENSE APPROACH11 SERVING AS THE 
GUEST SPEAKER ••• ~. 
PARTICIPANTS IN THE WORKSHOP WILL HEAR 
PRESENTATIONS IN VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THE ALCOHOL 
PROBLEM FROM NATIONALLY-KNOWN AUTHORITIES IN THE 
FIELD ••••• NNNH# 
,,.....~,OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TRACK RECRUITS 
7-26-77 
40 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TRACK COACH BUCK 
DAWSON HAS ANNOUNCED THE SIGNING OF 4 TRACKSTERS 
rO NATIONAL LETTERS-OF-INTENT ••••. 
JOINING THE EAGLES ARE FLORIDA SPRINTERS 
TONY PAYNE eJfi)RIVIERA BEACH AND BRUCE THOMPKINS 
OF WEST PALM BEACH ALONG WITH DISTANCE MEN STEVE 
GOSNEY (GOS-NEE) OF CINCINNATI AND KEVIN STEIER 
OF JEFFERSONTOWN ••••• 
·PAYNE AND THOMPKINS SPECIALIZE. IN THE 
440~-220 AND tOO-YARD DASHES ALONG WITH THE 
440-INTERMEDIATE HURDLES AND THE 440-RELAY WHILE 
GOSNEY AND STEIER WILL CONCENTRATE ON THE 2-MILE 
RUN AND CROSS COUNTRY EVENTS ••••• 
LAST YEAR AT JEFFERSONTOWN HIGH SCHOOL STEIER. 
PLACED lOTH IN THE KENTUCKY STATE CROSS-COUNTRY 
MEET ••••• ##### 
;, OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
CABARET 
7-29-77 
30 SEC. 
. MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 1 S THEATRE DEPARTMENT 
IS PRESENTING THE MUSICAL "CABARET" AS ITS FINAL 
PRODUCTION OF THE SUMMER ••..• 
THE PLAY -- BASED ON A BOOK BY JOE MASTEROFF 
DEALS WITH BERLIN IN 1929 BEFORE THE START OF THE 
THIRD REICH ••••. 
PERFORMANCES ARE 8 P-M NIGHTLY THROUGH AUGUST 
2ND WITH A 2 P-M MATINEE ON SUNDAY -- JULY 31ST ••••. 
ADMISSION IS 2 DOLLARS 50 CENTS FOR ADULTS --
ONE DOLLAR AND 50 CENTS FOR CHILDREN AND FREE FOR 
M-S-U STUDENTS WITH 1-D CARDS •...• ##### 
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
DANCE INSTITUTE 
8-1-77 
20 SEC. 
MORE THAN 150 PERSONS FROM ACROSS THE NATION 
WILL VISIT THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS 
NEXT WEEK FOR THE 24TH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE 
KENTUCKY DANCE INSTITUTE, ....• 
PARTICIPANTS IN THE WEEK-LONG SESSION WILL 
RECEIVE INSTRUCTION IN INTERNATIONAL FORMS OF 
FOLK COUNTRY AND SQUARE DANCING .•... 
THIS IS THE 22ND CONSECUTIVE YEAR THE 
INSTITUTE IS MEETING AT 1M-S-U ..... ##### 
..... .,...- ... 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
CHEERLEADERS 
8-1-77 
25 SEC. 
MORE THAN 550 HIGH SCHOOL CHEERLEADERS FROM 
50 SCHOOLS IN 3 STATES WILL VISIT THE MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS NEXT WEEK FOR A 
CHEERLEADERS CAMP ....• 
THE UNIVERSAL CHEERLEADERS ASSOCIATION 
SPONSORS THE WEEK-LONG CAMP WHICH TEACHES 
KENTUCKY -- OHIO AND WEST VIRGINIA PARTICIPANTS 
FUNDAMENTALS -- TECHNIQUES ALONG WITH NEW CHEERS 
AND ROUTINES ..•.. ##### 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KE.NTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 . ·TELEPHONE: 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
DR. STAMPER 
8-1-77 
25 SEC. 
GOVERNOR JULIAN CARROLL HAS APPOINTED DOCTOR 
DANIEL STAMPER OF PIKEVILLE TO THE MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY BOARD OF REGENTS TO SERVE THE UNEXPIRED 
TERM OF THE LATE WILLIAM JUSTICE .•.•. 
DOCTOR STAMPER IS A GRADUATE OF PIKEVILLE 
COLLEGE AND THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE MEDICAL 
SCHOOL .•... 
STAMPER 1 S TERM ON THE BOARD OF REGENTS WILL 
RUN UNTIL JUNE 30TH-- 1980 .•... ##### 
--· 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
GRADUATION 
8-4-77" 
30 SEC. 
. SUMMER COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES WERE HEL~ 
RECENTLY AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WITH MORE 
THAN 450 STUDENTS RECEIVING ASSOCIATE -- BACHELOR 1 S 
MASTER 1 S AND SPECIALIST 1 S DEGREES ..... 
HAR~Y SNYDER -- EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE 
KENTUCKY COUNCIL ON HIGHER EDUCATION -- PRESENTED 
THE COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS POINTING.OUT THE ROLE OF 
THE COUNCIL IN RELATIONSHIP TO THE 8 STATE-SUPPORTED 
UNIVERS.ITIES AND THE CHANGING RdLES .THAT THEY ARE.· 
UNDERGOING TO MEET THE DAY 1 S DEMANDS •••.. 
M-S-U 1 S COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES MARKED THE 
50TH TIME THAT STUDENTS HAVE GRADUATED FOLLOWING 
THE SUMMER TERMS .•..• ###UH 
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~--- . 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
-:-··. ·-· -· 
TELEPHONE: 
BASEBALL SIGNEES 
8-4-77 
30 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY BASEBALL COACH STEVE 
HAMILTON HAS ANNOUNCED THE SIGNING OF 2 OHIOANS TO 
NATIONAL LETTERS-OF-INTENT •.... 
THE LATEST EAGLE SIGNEES ARE INFIELDERS CHRIS 
.AUER (HOUR) OF CINCINNATI ELDER HIGH SCHOOL AND 
BRIAN HAWK OF LOGAN HIGH SCHOOL ..... 
COACH HAMILTON REFERRED TO AUER AS AN 
EXCELLENT DEFENSIVE PLAYER AND HAWK AN ACCOMPLIISHED 
HITTER.AND SAID THAT BOTH PLAYERS WOULD HELP THE 
EAGLES IMMEDIATELY ..... 
M-S-U -- THE DEFENDING OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE 
CHAMPION --WILL OPEN A 14-GAME FALL SCHEDULE 
SEPTEMBER 23RD -- HOSTING CUMBERLAND COLLEGE AT 
ALLEN· FIELD ..... ##### 
' 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
. MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: . 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
BRITTAIN 
8-4-77 
20 SEC. 
NEAL BRITTAIN OF WINCHESTER HAS BEEN APPOINTED 
DIRECTOR OF SECURITY AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ••.. 
BRITTAIN IS A LAW ENFORCEMENT GRADUATE OF 
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY AND HAS BEEN AT 
MOREHEAD STATE SINCE JULY 14TH •••.• 
. . 
HE WAS PREVIOUSLY A SERGEANT IN THE KENTUCKY 
STATE POLICE AND WAS ASSIGNED TO THE MOREHEAD 
POST I' I' I' I' I' • •. • .I I I I I 
_..,. 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40~51 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-33 25 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
RANVIER 
8.-4-77 
20 SEC. 
GENE RANVIER.OF OWINGSVILLE HAS BEEN APPOINTED 
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF STUDENTS AT MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY ••••• 
RANVIER HOLDS DEGREES FROM M-S-U BALL STATE 
.UNIVERSITY AND EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY •• ·; •• 
HE WAS PREVIOUSLY DIRECTOR OF PUPIL PERSONNEL 
AT GEORGE ROGERS CLARK HIGH SCHOOL IN WINCHESTER 
AND HAS SERVED AS TEACHER AND COUNSELOR IN THE 
MARION. INDIANA SCHOOL SYSTEM .•• ~.HUNNH 
' 
' OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
BROWN 
8-8-77 
25 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY HAS APPOINTED 
LARADEAN BROWN--ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH--
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION--AS COORDINATOR 
OF WOMEN 1 S ATHLETICS •.... 
MRS. BROWN HOLDS BACHELOR 1 S AND MASTER 1 S 
DEGREES FROM MOREHEAD STATE AND HAS SERVED AS 
INSTRUCTOR OF HEALTH--PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND 
RECREATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI ... 
IN ADDITION TO HER NEW ROLE--MRS. BROWN IS 
THE HEAD COACH OF M-S-U 1 S VOLLEYBALL TEAM AND 
SERVES AS DIRECTOR OF THE WOMEN 1 S INTRAMURAL 
SPORTS PROGRAM ...... ##### 
~~~ OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
·606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
MEN'S FALL SCHEDULES 
8-18-77 
35 SEC, 
FALL BASEBALL AND CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDUtES 
'HAVE BEEN RELEASED BY MOREHEAD STATE UN I VERS.I TV 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR SONNY MORAN ..... 
CROSS-COUNTRY COACH BUCK DAWSON WILL PARTICIPATE 
LN 4 DUAL MEETS AT HOME AND ONE ON THE ROAD ALONG 
WITH INVITATIONAL MEETS AT INDIANA--WESTERN 
KENTUCKY AND MARSHALL ••..• 
THE CROSS-COUNTRY'SEASON WILL CULMINATE 
NOVEMBER 5TH WITH THE OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE 
CHAMPIONSH1PS AT WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY ...••• 
BASEBALL COACH STEVE HAMILTON HAS SCHEDULED 
A 14-GAME FALL SEASON--WITH 7 DOUBLEHEADERS ON 
TAP INCLUDING 4 AT M-S-U'S ALLEN FIELD ..... 
THE EAGLES WILL HOST CUMBERLAND SEPTEMBER 
23RD TO 'OPEN THE FALL CAMPAIGN .••.. . ##N,\'HH 
/ 
·oFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
. TELEPHONE: 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
BASEBALL SIGNEES 
8-18-77 
55 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY BASEBALL COACH STEVE 
HAMILTON HAS ANNOUNCED THE SI.GNING OF 5 ATHLETES TO 
GRANT-IN-AID ••••• 
S I GNfNG ARE TOME DELUCA--A 5 FOOT 9 INCH --.150 
POUND PITCHER FROM LEXINGTON----GERALD LEMA~--A 
6 FOOT 3 INCH--200-POUND PITCHER FROM ALPENA--MICHIGAN-
DAVID MCFATRI CH--A 6 FOOT ONE INCH' --165 -POUND 
. . . 
INFIELDER FROM STAFFORD--VIRGINIA---MARK SCHACH 
(SHOCK)-.-A 5 FOOT ELEVEN INCH"'-170-POUND CATCHER FROM 
CROWN POINT--INDIANA-----AND MITCH TRAINOR--A 5 FOOT 
8 INCH--150-POUND INFIELDER FROM CINCINNATI ..... · 
DEUJCA--SCHACH AND TRAINOR WERE ALL STUDENTS 
.AT M-S-U LAST YEAR WHILE LEMAY IS A TRANSFER FROM 
MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE AND MCFATRICH IS A 1977 
' 
GRADUATE OF WOODBRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL IN VIHGLN!A ..... 
WITH THESE NEW RECRUITS AND RETURNEES FROM .LAST 
• 
SEASON--COACH HAMILTON AND THE EAGLES WILL TRY AND 
REPEAT AS OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS •• · ••• ######, 
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
WOMEN 1 S FALL SCHEDULES 
8-18-77 
55 SEC. 
M'OREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 
SONNY MORAN HAS RELEASE WOMEN 1 S TENNIS .AND 
VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULES FOR THE 1977 FALL SEASON ••••• 
·THE WOMEN 1 S TENNIS TEAM BEGINS A 10-MATCH 
SEASON SEPTEMBER 9TH AT MORRIS HARVEY AND ENDS 
WITH THE KENTUCKY WOMEN 1 S INTERCOLLEGIATE CONFERENCE 
TOURNAMENT ON OCTOBER 28TH AND 29TH AT A S'l TE TO BE 
DETERMINED. AND THE OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT 
ON NOVEMBER 4TH AND 5TH IN RICHMOND ...•. 
. . 
M-S-U 1 S DEFENDING STATE CHAMPION VOLLEYBALL 
TEAM BEGINS ITS SEASON SEPTEMBER 21ST IN LEXINGTON 
WITH MATCHES AGAIINST THE UNIVERSITY. OF KENTUCKY 
AND THE UNIVERSiTY OF LOUISVILLE ..••.• 
. THE VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE ALSO. INCLUDES .APPEARANCES 
IN THE TENNESSEE TECH UNIVERSITY INVITATIONAL 
TOURNAMENT IN COOKEVILLE AND THE UNIVERSITY OF 
TENNESSEE TOURNAMENT •.....• 
THE WOMEN WILL TRY TO SUCCESSFULLY DEFEND 
LAST YEAR 1 S STATE VOLLEYBALL TITLE NOVEMBER 11TH 
AN.D 12TH IN THE K..:W-1-C TOURNAMENT. •... ##### 
/ OF.FICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV .RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
FB SIGNEE 
8-18-77 
25 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY HEAD FOOTBALL COACH 
WAYNE CHAPMAN HAS ANNOUNCED THE SIGNING OF 
6-FOOT 203-POUND JAY SHIPPEY TO A GRANT-IN-AID •..•• 
SHIPPEY COMES TO M-S-U FROM ASHLAND PAUL 
BLAZER HIGH SCHOOL WHERE HE WAS A LINEBACKER FOR 
COACH HERB CONLEY 1 S TOMCATS ...•. 
HE WAS REWARDED FOR HIS HIGH SCHOOL PLAY 
RECENTLY BY HIS SELECTION TO PARTICIPATE IN 
THE KENTUCKY EAST-WEST ALL-STAR GAME ..••• 
MOREHEAD STATE OPENS THE FOOTBALL SEASON 
SEPTEMBER lOTH WHEN AKRON VISITS JAYNE 
STADIUM ...•• ###### 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
. TELEPHONE: 
· MSU FOOTBALL SCRIMMAGE 
8-Z3 -77 
Z5_ SEC. 
THE 1977 MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL 
EAGLES WILL BE ON PUBLIC DISPLAY WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
AT JAYNE STADIUM •••.. ,;· 
! ' 
HEAD COACH WAYNE CHAPMAN WILL SEND HIS SQUAD 
I.NTO AN 8 P-M INTRASQUAD SCRIMMAGE WHICH IS OPEN 
TO THE PUBLIC ..... 
' 3i LETTERMEN RETURN FROM LAST YEAR 1 S TEAM 
WHICH FINISHED WITH A RECORD OF 3 WINS AND 8 
LOSSES •...• 
LESS THAN 3 WEEKS REMAIN BEFORE THE SEASON 
OPENER WITH AKRON AT HOME ON SEPTEMBER lOTH;'' 
##### 
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.OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
~OREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
.. - ... -....... -· 
-. '• .. -· - '• .. 
~ .. <-... -.:·-~ ~ --.- .• 
TELEPHONE: 
FALL REGISTRATION 
8-23-77 
25 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS RETURNED 
TO THE CAMPUS THIS WEEK FOR ENROLLMENT AND THE 
BEGINNING OF THE FALL SEMESTER ...•. 
ADMINISTRATORS AT M-S-U ANTICIPATE AN EXCESS 
OF 7-THOUSAND STUDENTS--LAST FALL 7 THOUSAND 383 
· ST\UDENTS ENROLLED SETT lNG A NEW ENROLLMENT 
RECORD ••••. 
. . CLASS WORK BEGINS AT 8. A~M THURSDAY--
REGISTRATION FOR SATURDAY AND EVENING CLASSES 
FOR PART-TIME STUDENTS WILL BE HELD SATURDAY IN 
THE LAUGHLIN HEALTH BUILDiNG ...•. ###ffl# 
' 
., 
• .. 
-... 
- . . ' 
.. : 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 TELEPHONE: 
SUBJECT: FOOTBALL PREVIEW 
DATE: 9-8-77 
TIME: 25 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: 
i . 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S FOOTBALL 
TEAM OPENS ITS 48TH SEASON SATURDAY WHEN 
AKRON UN IVERS I TV ViSITS JAYNE· STADIUM FOR 
. A 1 :30 P-M CONTEST ......... 
AKRON AND COACH JAMES DENNISON STARTED 
THE 1977 SEASON ON A STRONG NOTE LAST WEEK 
WITH A 24 TO 14 DECISION OVER WAYNE STATE~ ... : 
M-S -U COACH WAYNE CHAPMAN WILL BEGIN HIS ~ 
! 
2ND SEASON WITH THE EAGLES WITH 32 LETTERMEN ; 
RETURNING FROM LAST YEARS TEAM.WHICH COMPILED 
A 3 AND 8 RECORD .....•. 
AKRON WON LAST YEAR'S MEETiNG WITH THE 
EAGLES 26 TO 6 .: .. BUT THE SERIES STANDS 
AT ONE GAME EACH FOLLOWINS M-S~U'~ 7 TO 
NOTHING WIN IN A 1975 .UPSET ... ~~~##.1'.\',\',V,\'# 
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 TELEPHONE: 
SUBJECT:LECTURES 
DATE: 9-22-77 
TIME: 49 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: KENTUCKY POET LAUREATE JESSE STUART AND 
VINCENT DAVIS-DIRECTOR OF THE PATTERSON SCHOOL OF 
DIPLOMACY AND INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE--WILL BE 
FEATURED SPEAKERS NEXT WEEK DURING INAUGURAL 
_ACTIVITIES AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ..•.. 
NOTED GREENUP COUNTY AUTHOR AND POET--STUART~­
WILL READ FROM HIS WORKS ON TUESDAY--SEPTEMBER 27TH--
AT 10:20 A-M IN REED AUDITORIUM--A NOON LUNCHEON AND 
AUTOGRAPH SESSION WILL FOLLOW FROM ONE T0-2 P-M AT 
THE UNIVERSITY STORE •••.. 
DAVIS--AN AUTHORITY ON AMERICAN FOREIGN AFFAIRS--
WILL SPEAK ON "THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION AND NEW 
PERSPECTIVES ON U.S. FOREIGN POLICY''--THURSDAY--
SEPTEMBER 29TH--AT 10:20 A-M IN REED AUDITORIUM •.... 
INAUGURAL WEEK ACTIVITIES CULMINATE FRIDAY--
SEPTEMBER 30TH AT 10:30 A-M IN BUTTON AUDITORIUM 
' WHEN DOCTOR MORRIS NORFLEET IS FORMALLY INSTALLED 
AS M-S-U'S 8TH PRESIDENT •.... ####### 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 . 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
INAUGURATION 
9-26-77 
35 SEC. 
GOVERNOR JULIAN CARROLL WILL VISIT MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY FRIDAY AS FEATURED SPEAKER DURING 
DOCTOR MORRIS NORFLEET 1 S INAUGURATlON AS THE 8TH 
PRESIDENT OF M-S-U~ ...• 
GOVERNOR CARROLL WILL SPEAK DURING THE 10:30 
A-M INAUGURAL CEREMONY IN BUTTON AUDITORIUM----THE 
PROGRAM IS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC ..... 
DOCTOR NORFLEET WILL RECEIVE THE PRESIDENT 1 S 
MEDALLIDN---THE SYMBOL OF HIS OFFICE--FROM LLOYD 
CASSITY--CHAIRMAN OF THE M-S-U BOARD OF REGENTS ..... 
KENTUCKY COURT OF APPEALS JUDGE--ELIJAH HOGGE--
WILL ADMINISTER THE OATH OF OFFICE TO PRESIDENT 
NORFLEET ..... 
DELEGATES FROM MORE THAN 150 COLLEGES--
UNIVERSITIES--LEARNED SOCIETIES AND STUDENT 
ORGANIZATIONS WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE ACADEMIC 
RITUAL ..... ####### 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADlO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
WOOLERY 
10-4-77 
40 SEC. 
TELEPHONE: 
l 
' I 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNUS AND HOST OF 
N-B-C- TV'S "WHEEL OF FORTUNE" -- CHUCK WOOLERY--
IS VISITING THE M-S-U CAMPUS THIS WEEK TO PARTICIPATE 
IN HOMECOMING 1977 .... 
WOOLERY WILL BE RECOGNIZED FRIDAY EVENING WITH 
cl M-S-U'S "OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS AWARD" ALONG WITH i 
' i 
MARY ALICE JAYNE WHO WILL RECEIVE THE "DISTINGUISHED: 
SERVICE AWARD" AND DALE EMMONS WHO WILL BE INDUCTED 
INTO THE M-S-U ALUMNI HALL OF FAME ....• 
WOOLERY WILL RIDE IN THE GRAND MARSHAL'S 
CAR WITH MOREHEAD STATE PRESIDENT MORRIS NORFLEET IN/ 
SATURDAY'S HOMECOMING PARADE AND WILL SING "MY 
OLD KENTUCKY HOME" OUR I NG HALFTIME AT THE HOMECOMING · 
FOOTBALL GAME ..... 
TICKETS FOR HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES ARE 
AVAILABLE FROM THE M-S-U ALUMNI CENTSR -----TICKETS 
FOR THE FOOTBALL GAME WILL BE AVAILAB[E AT JAYNE 
STADIUM ...•..• ######## 
~ .. ' 
. 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
E-K-E-A 
10-5-77 
30 SEC. 
FORMER TELEVISION NEWS DIRECTOR BOS JOHNSON 
OF HUNTINGTON--WEST VIRGINIA--NOW A MEMBER OF THE 
JOURNALISM FACULTY AT MARSHALL UNIVERSITY-~WILL 
CONDUCT A SEMINAR ENTITLED--"P-R FOR TEACHERS" AS 
PART OF. THE 2-DAY EASTERN KENTUCKY EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION MEETING THIS MONTH AT MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY .•..• 
JOHNSON WILL APPEAR AT 9 A-M FRIDAY--
OCTOBER 14TH--IN THE RIGGLE ROOM OF THE ADRON 
DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER ..••. 
THE E-K~E-A MEETING OPENS THURSDAY--OCTOBER 13TH 
--AT 6:30 P-M WITH A DINNER MEETING IN THE RED 
ROOM OF THE UNIVERSITY CENTER ..... SHIRLEY 
PORTER WILLIAMSON OF THE KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION IS SERVING AS THE PRINCIPAL SPEAKER ..... 
####### 
,r . 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO- TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
I 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
. ·. 
~·· 
TELEPHONE: 
-
SPECIAL TO WMKY AND WMOR 
1 0/5/77 
30 SEC. 
THERE WILL BE A PEP RALLY FRIDAY AT 11:30 A-M 
. . . 
IN FRONT OF THE ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER ••••• 
ALL M-S-U STUDENTS ARE URGED TO ATTEND AND 
HELP PREPARE THE EAGLES FOR SATURDAY 1 S GAME 
AGAINST AUSTIN PEAY ••••. 
THE WINNER OF SATURDAY 1 S CONTEST WILL BE IN 
FIRST PLACE IN THE OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE SO THE 
FOOTBALL EAGLES NEED EVERYONE 1 S SUPPORT .... 
ATTEND THE PEP RALLY AND HELP SPUR THE 
EAGLES ON TO VICTORY ••. BE IN FRONT OF THE A-D-U-C 
FRIDAY MORNING AT .11 : 3 0 •.•.••• ,\',\',\'N### 
" . . . '. ~· ;-
' • • ::..' ":.! ...... ~ 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV. RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
, ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
CONTEMPORARY WOMEN 
10-6-77 
40 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY AND THE KENTUCKY 
HUMANITIES COUNCIL ARE SPONSORING A 2-DAY 
CONFERENCE ENTITLED--''THE CONTEMPORARY WOMAN: 
HER HERITAGE--HER VISIONS--HER BOUNDARIES" 
OCTOBER 17TH AND 18TH IN M-S-U'S BUTTON 
AUDITORIUM ....• 
FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION 
FOR WOMEN--KAREN DECROW--WILL SPEAK IN FAVOR OF 
THE EOUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT---AND AUTHOR AND 
COMMENTATOR PHYLLIS SCHLAFLY OF ALTON--ILLINOIS--
WILL SPEAK IN OPPOSITION TO THE E-R-A ..... 
PROMINENT APPALACHIAN AUTHOR--LECTURER--AND 
HISTORIAN--WILMA DYKEMAN STOKLEY--WILL PRESENT 
THE KEYNOTE ADDRESS ENTITLED "AP.PALACHI.AN 
WOMEN" OCTOBER 17TH AT 9:30 A-M ...... 
THE CONFERENCE IS FUNDED BY THE KENTUCKY 
HUMANITIES COUNCIL AND M-S-~ 1 S CONCERT AND 
. 
LECTURE SERIES AND IS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC ..... ,/',\',/',\'A'# 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
KHEA SEMINAR 
10-7-77 
25 SEC. 
THE KENTUCKY HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION 
AND MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 1 S DEPARTMENT OF 
HOME ECONOMICS--ARE SPONSORING A K-H-E-A MINI-
SEMINAR ON TUESDAY--OCTOBER ELEVENTH ..... 
THE 7 P-M SESSION IN REED HALL--WILL DEAL 
WITH THE ROLE OF HOME ECONOMICS IN AFFECTING PUBLIC 
POLICIES ..... 
PHYLLIS MARTIN--COUNTY EXTENSION AGENT IN 
MENIFEE COUNTY--WILL BE THE PRINCIPAL SPEAKER ..... 
THE SEMINAR Is OPEN To THE PUBLIC """"""# •••• • II iJ II ll II /1 
.. ....,.... . "': 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY CLASSES AT 10a20 A-M A~ 
11a)O A-M WILL BE SUSPENDED MONDAY TO ENABLE STUDENTS AND FACULTY 
AND STAFF MEMBERS TO SEE THE HOMECOMING PARADE. 
THE PARADE -- POSTPONED FROM SATURDAY MORNING BECAUSE 
OF WEATHER CONDITIONS -- STARTS AT 10a)O A-M AT ROWAN COUNTY HIGH 
SCHOOL ••••• 'rHE PARADE WILL MOVE EAST ON !'lAIN STREET AND THEN ONTO 
UNIVERSITY 30ULEiARD AT THEDQUGHLIN HEALTH BUILDING •••• THE PARADE 
ROUTE ENDS AT THE ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER. 
NEARLY 20 FLOATS AND THE M-S-U MARCHING BAND WILL 
PARTICIPATE IN THE UNIVERSITY'lS FIRST HOMECOMING PARADE SINCE 
1964. 
M-S-U CLASSES AT 10a20 AND 11a)O A-M WILL BE SUSPENDED 
MONDAY FOR THE PARADE ••••.• ALL OTHER CLASSES WILL MEET AS 
SCHEDULED •..••• • /li#l¥11¥/f 
10-9-??kk 
6 p.m. OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40 51 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT:. 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TE EPHONE: 
FOOTBA L 
10-20- 7 
30 SEC. 
F LLOWING A WEEKEND OFF--MOREHEAD STATE 
ITY 1 S FOOTBALL EAGLES TRAVEL TO COOKEVILLE 
TENNES EE THIS SATURDAY TO MEET NATIONALLY RANKED 
TENNES EE TECH ...•• 
T tH--RANKED 8TH IN N-C-A-A DIVISION 2 
FOOTBA L--GOES INTO THIS WEKK 1 S MATCHUP FOLLOWING 
A 31-2 WIN OVER WESTERN KENTUCKY ....• 
M REHEAD STATE IS 2--2 AND ONE ON JHE SEASON 
AND 2 · NO ONE IN THE OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE WHILE 
TENNES EE TECH IS UNDEFEATED IN 6 GAMES ..... 
M S-U QUARTERBACK PHIL SIMMS GOES INTO THE 
GAME L ADING THE 0-V-C IN TOTAL OFFENSE AND 
PASSIN .••.• 
T E LOUISVILLE JUNIOR HAS HIT ON 67 OF 118 
PASSES FOR 965 YARDS AND 9 TOUCHDOWNS FOR AN 
AVERAG OF 186 POINT 2 YARDS PER GAME IN TOTAL 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICE 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS~TY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40f51 
TE EPHONE: 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
FOOTBALL 
10-12- 7 
40 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S FOOTBALL EAGLES 
WILL BE IDLE THIS WEEKEND FOLLOWING LAST WEEK'S 
21 TO~ HOMECOMING LOSS TO AUSTIN PEAY ..... 
THE LOSS DROPPED THE EAGLE RECORD TO 2--2-AND-
.ONE OVERALL AND 2-AND-ONE IN THE OHIO VALLEY 
CONFERENCE ..... 
JUriOR QUARTERBACK PHIL SIMMS GAVE M-S-U ITS 
ONLY SCLRE SATURDAY ON AN B-YARD PASS TO DORRON 
HUNTER.fARLY IN THE FIRST QUARTER.~··· 
Sf MS CONNECTED ON 19 OF 34 PASSES FOR 257 
YARDS BRINGING HIS SEASON STATISTICS TO 67. 
COMPLETIONS ON 118 ATTEMPTS FOR 965 YARDS AND 
9 TOOBHDOWNS ..... 
CH WAYNE CHAPMAN'S EAGLES RETURN TO ACTION 
OCTOBER 22ND IN COOKEVILEE--TENNESSEE FOR ANOTHER 
CE MATCHUP WITH TENNESSEE TECH ..... ###### 
-. 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
JAZZ C NCERT 
10-24- 7 
20 SEC 
J ZZ TRUMPETER RED RODNEY WILL JOIN MOREHEAD 
STATE NIVERSITY 1 S FACULTY JAZZ SEXTET FOR A 
PERFOR ANCE TUESDAY--NOVEMBER FIRST--IN M-S-U 1 S 
DUNCAN RECITAL HALL ..... 
R DNEY--WHO WAS BILLED AS 11 ALBINO RED 11 WHEN 
HE PER ORMED WITH THE ORIGINAL CHARLIE PARKER 
GROUP- WILL BE THE FEATURED PERFORMER DURING 
THE 7: 0 P-M CONCERT .••.. 
· J ZZ CRITICS HAVE FAVORABLY COMPARED RODNEY 1 S 
TALENT WITH DIZZY GILLESPIE--MILES DAVIS AND 
CLIFFO D BROWN ....• 
T E CONCERT IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: .... 
###### 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4 351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
BLUE- OLD BANDS 
1 0-24 77 
25 SE 
IGH SCHOOL BANDS REPRESENING 16 SCHOOLS 
FROM STATES HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED FOR THE 4TH 
ANNUA BLUE AND GOLD MARCHING BAND CHAMPIONSHIPS 
NOVEM ER 5TH AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ..... 
CHOOLS FROM KENTUCKY--OHIO--VIRGINIA--
INDIA A AND WEST VIRGINIA WILL COMPETE--STARTING 
AT 9 -M ..... THE CONTEST CONCLUDES DURING THE 
PRE-G ME AND HALFTIME CEREMONIES OF THE M-S-U--
EAST ENNESSEE FOOTBALL GAME ..... 
OMISSION TO THE FESTIVAL IS 2 DOLLARS---
TICKE S FOR THE MORNING SESSION WILL BE HONORED 
AS GE ERAL ADMISSION SEATS FOR THE FOOTBALL 
GAME ..... A'N,\',\',1'## 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICE 
··"·--MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY ·40 51 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNQUNCER: 
FOOTBALL 
10-26-77 
30 SECONDS 
TE EPHONE: 
M REHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 1 S FOOTBALL EAGLES 
ROLLED UP 551-YARDS IN TOTAL OFFENSE AT TENNESSEE 
TECH l ST SATURDAY ... BUT CAME OUT LOSERS AS TECH WO~ 
24-TO- 2 IN THE CLOSING SECONDS .... 
T E LOSS DROPS M-S-U TO 2-3 AND ONE ON THE 
SEASON AND 2 AND 2 IN THE OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE ... 
F ESHMAN ~ION JENKINS RAN FOR 177-YARDS AND 
JUNIOR QUARTERBACK PHIL SIMMS THREW FOR 370 YARDS .. 
AND TH EAGLES SET A NEW RECORD FOR TOTAL OFFENSE ... 
· M REHEAD STATE RETURNS TO ACTION SATURDAY IN A~ 
0-V-C ONTEST AT WESTERN KENTUCKY ... 
W STERN IS ONE AND 6 ON THE YEAR FOLLOWING A 
35-T0-!·0 LOSS AT EASTERN KENTUCKY. 
G ME TIME SATURDAY AT L-T SMITH STADIUM IS 
2:05 ESTERN DAYLIGHT TIME ... ####### 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 TELEPHONE: 
SUBJECT: SPEECH TOURNEY 
DATE: 10-31-77 
TIME: 35 SEC. 
ANNOUNCER: SPEECH TEAMS FROM MORE THAN 25 COLLEGES AND 
UNIVERSITIES WILL VISIT THE MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS NOVEMBER 4TH AND 5TH FOR THE 
ANNUAL EAGLE INVITATIONAL INDIVIDUAL EVENTS SPEECH 
TOURNAMENT ...... . 
AREAS OF COMPETITION INCLUDE PERSUASIVE 
·SPEAKING---PROSE INTERPRETATION--INFORMATIVE 
SPEAKING--POETRY INTERPRETATION--EXTEMPORANEOUS 
SPEAKING--RHETORICAL CRITICISM--DUO INTERPRETATION--
IMPROMPTU SPEAKING--AFTER-DINNER SPEAKING AND 
IMPROVISATIONAL ACTING ... 
AMONG THE TEAMS CO~ETING IN THE TOURNAMENT ARE 
PRINCETON--BALL STATE--EASTERN MICHIGAN--OHIO 
UNIVERSITY AND MARSHALL .... 
############ 
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNJVERSJTY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-33 25 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
TELEPHONE: 
DUNNIGAN LECTURE 
11-1-77 
35 SECONDS 
ANNOUNCER: THOMAS DUNNIGAN,DJPLOMAT-JN-RESIDENCE 
AT CENTRE COLLEGE WILL VISIT THE MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS WEDNESDAY -- NOVEMBER 9TH -- AS 
PART OF THE CONCERT AND LECTURE SERIES .... 
THE FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER WILL DISCUSS 
"PROSPECTS OF MIDDLE EAST PEACE" DURING THE 10:20 
A-M SESSION IN ROOM 112 OF RADER HALL .... 
HE ALSO WILL PARTICIPATE IN A 4 P-M PANEL 
DISCUSS JON WITH TWO MOREHEAD STATE FACULTY MEMBERS .. 
DUNNIGAN~S FOREIGN SERVICE EXPERIENCE INCLUDES 
ASSIGNMENTS IN WEST BERLIN -- ENGLAND-- THE 
PHILLJPPJNES --HONG KONG-- THE NETHERLANDS--
DENMARK AND ISRAEL .... • 
BOTH PROGRAMS ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLJc.::cCCHHC 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
METRIC WORKSHOP 
11-3-77 
35 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 1 S DEPARTMENT OF 
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES IS SPONSORING A METRIC WORKSHOP 
ON THE M-S-U CAMPUS ON 4 WEEKENDS IN DECEMBER ..... 
THE WORKSHOP--DESIGNED TO DEAL WITH DIFFERENT 
FACETS OF THE METRIC SYSTEM--WILL BE CONDUCTED FROM 
6 P-M TO 10 P-M ON FRIDAY--DECEMBER 2ND AND 9TH--
AND FROM 8:30A-M TO 12:30 P-M ON SATURDAY--
DECEMBER 3RD AND lOTH ..... . 
THE CLASS IS DESIGNATED AS MATHEMATICS 599 
AND CARRIES ONE SEMESTER HOUR OF GRADUATE OR 
UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT ..... 
PERSONS MAY ENROLL AT THE FIRST CLASS MEETING 
DECEMBER 2ND IN ROOM 105 OF LAPPIN HALL ..... ###### 
I I, 
I 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
BLUE - GOLD GAME 
11-L4-77 
25 SECONDS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 1 S MEN 1 S 
BASKETBALL TEAM TRAVELS TO HINDMAN--KENTUCKY 
FRIDAY NIGHT FOR AN INTRASnUAD SCRIMMAGE AT KNOTT 
COUNTY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL ..... 
.... 
.. 
:,; 
: ..'I 
I 
' 
' 
l 
I 
ALL-OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE GUARD HERBIE STAMPER i 
I 
AND HIS YOUNGER BROTHER JOE ARE MEMBERS OF THE M-S-U 1 
SnUAD WHICH WILL APPEAR AT 7:30 IN THE NEW MORTON , .1 
COMBS ATHLETIC COMPLEX ..•.. 
' I 
THE SCRIMMAGE WILL BE THE FIRST OF 2 APPEARANCES: 
FOR M-S-U AT KNOTT COUNTY CENTRAL -- THE EAGLES 
RETURN TO HINDMAN DECEMBER 22ND TO HOST EVANSVILLE 
IN A REGULAR SEASON GAME .... 
MOREHEAD STATE WAS 1.5 AND 10 LAST SEASON--
INCLUDING A 9 AND 5 RECORD IN THE OHIO VALLEY 
CONFERENCE .... ####### 
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OFFIC~ OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
SUBJECT: WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL DATE: 4 ll-1 -77 
TIME' 30 SEC. 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
' ,, 
f 
' ·"' 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UN IVERS I TV 1 S WOMEN 1 S VOLLEYBALL ':.! 
.; 
I 
TEAM FINISHED ?ND TO NORTHERN KENTUCKY IN THE 
K-W-1-C LARGE COLLEGE VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 
LAST WEEKEND ..... 
M:S-U---THE DEFENDING CHAMP --- ADVANCED TO 
/ 
i 
! . 
i 
I THE FINALS BY DEFEATING KENTUCKY BUT NORTHERN 
KENTUCKY WON 3 STRAIGHT GAMES OVER THE EAGLES TO 
CLAIM THE TITLE .... ; 
'J 
FOLLOWING THE LOSS --- MOREHEAD STATE CAME BACK 
TO DEFEAT EASTERN KENTUCKY IN THE LOSER'S BRACKET 
TO CAPTURE THE RUNNER-UP POSITION .... 
MOREHEAD STATE AND NORTHERN KENTUCKY ADVANCE TO 
THE A-1-A-W REGIONAL TOURNAMENT WHICH WILL BE 
PLAYED FRIDAY IN HARRISONBURG-- VIRGINIA . .. HHCHU 
·, 
! 
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325' 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
BLUE - GOLD GAME 
11-L4-77 
25 SECONDS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 1 S MEN 1 S 
BASKETBALL TEAM TRAVELS TO HINDMAN--KENTUCKY 
FRIDAY NIGHT FOR AN INTRASnUAD SCRIMMAGE AT KNOTT 
COUNTY CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL ..... 
I 
ALL-OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE GUARD HERBIE STAMPER [ 
' AND HIS YOUNGER BROTHER JOE lRE MEMBERS OF THE M-S-U 1 
snUAD WHICH WILL APPEAR AT 7:30 IN THE NEW MORTON , J 
COMBS ATHLETIC COMPLEX ..•.. 
! 
' 
' THE SCRIMMAGE WILL BE THE FIRST OF 2 APPEARANCES: 
FOR M-S-U AT KNOTT COUNTY CENTRAL -- THE EAGLES 
RETURN TO HINDMAN DECEMBER 22ND TO HOST EVANSVILLE 
IN A REGULAR SEASON GAME .... 
MOREHEAD STATE WAS 1.5 AND 10 LAST SEASON--
INCLUDING A 9 AND 5 RECORD IN THE OHIO VALLEY 
CONFERENCE .... ####### 
i 
I 
I 
i 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
SUBJECT: FOOTBALL ADVANCE 
DATE: 11-16-77 
TIME: 35 SECONDS 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 1 S FOOTBALL EAGLES 
TAKE TO THE FIELD FOR THE FINAL TIME THIS SEASON 
ON SATURDAY WHEN THE COLONELS OF EASTERN KENTUCKY 
UNIVERSITY VISIT JAYNE STADIUM AT 1i30 ~-M. 
I, ): 
' I. 
~···' 
:' 
BOTH TEAMS COME INTO THE GAME FOLLOWING SETBACKS j 
LAST WEEK --- MOREHEAD STATE LOST 49 TO 7 AT U- T I 
MARTIN AND EASTERN KENTUCKY LOST TO DAYTON 20 TO 13:.J 
M-S-U IS 2--5 AND ? OVERALL AND /--3 AND - ONE 
IN THE OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE ...... THE EAGLES WILL 
BE OUT TO AVENGE LAST YEAR 1 S 31 TO 12 LOSS AT 
RICHMOND· ..... . 
EASTERN KENTUCKY IS 4 AND 5 OVERALL AND 3 - AND 
--3 IN THE CONFERENCE ....... ####### 
\ I 
::. f) 
il 
~ OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
RADIOJTV RELEASE 
606/783~3325 
SUBJECT: BASKETBALL 
DATE: 11-23-77 
TIME: 53 SECONDS 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S MEN'S BASKETBALL 
TEAM. TAKES TO THE ROAD FOR ITS SEASON OPENER 
SATURDAY NIGHT AGAINST INDIANA CENTRAL UNIVERSITY 
IN 1NDIANAPOLIS ..... 
EAGLE COACH JACK SCHALOW RETURNS 5 LETTERMEN 
FROM LAST YEAR'S SnUAD WHICH COMPILED A 15 AND 
10 RECORD AND PLACED THIRD IN THE OHIO VALLEY 
.. 
CON FERENCE ..•... 
TOP RETURNEES THIS SEASON INCLUDE 6-3 
JU~IOR GUARD HERBIE STAMPER--- WHO AVERAGED 21.9 
POINTS PER GAME LAST SEASON TO LEAD THE 0-V-C 
IN SCORING --- 6-5 SEN'IOR FORWARD ANDRE JONES WHO 
AVERAGED 10.3 POINTS AND 5.5 REBOUNDS -- 6-8 
SOPHOMORE CENTER BUTCH KELLEY --- 6-2 JUNIOR GUARD 
BRAD LEMASTER AND 6-4 SOPHOMORE FORWARD JOE STAMPER •.. 
INDIANA CENTRAL'S GREYHOUNDS RETURN 4 PLAYERS 
' FROM LAST SEASON'S 17 AND 13 SnUAD--INCLUDING STANDOUT 
FORWARDS KEVIN PEARSON AND JEFF HANNI.· ... 
PEARSON AVERAGED ?0.1 POINTS AND ELEVEN REBOUNDS 
WHILE HANNI PITCHED IN 14.1 POINTS PER OUTING .... 
\ 
\ OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
COACH BILL BRIGHT'S S0UAD VISITED M-S-U 
LAST YEAR FOR THE SEASON OPENER IN WHICH MOREHEAD 
STATE WAS VICTORIOUS 97 TO 8·1 ...... . 
############# 
---
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
SPECIAL OLYMPICS 
1 1-28-77 
49 SEC. 
MORE THAN 15 HUNDRED ATHLETES WILL VISIT 
THE MOREHEAD STATE !JNIVERSITY CAMPUS NEXT JUNE 
FOR THE 1978 KENTUCKY SPECIAL OLYMPICS ..... 
SPECIAL OLYMPICS HAS BECOME THE WORLD'S 
LARGEST SPORTS PROGRAM FOR MENTALLY RETARDED 
CITIZENS AND MORE THAN 10 THOUSAND ATHLETES IN 
i KENTUCKY ARE TRAINING FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO REPRESENT .I 
THEIR COMMUNITIES IN THE STATE GAMES AT M-S-U ..... 
COMPLETELY VOLUNTEER---SPECIAL OLYMPICS HAS 
. GROWN FROM A ONE-DAY EVENT WITH ?00 COMPETITORS IN 
1970 TO A YEAR-ROUND PROGRAM OF PHYSICAL EDUCATibN 
AND TRAINING IN EVERY COUNTY IN KENTUCKY ..... 
ATHLETES ATTENDING THE OLYMPICS WILL COMPETE 
IN A VARIETY OF EVENTS INCLUDING TRACK AND FIELD--
SWIMMING--SOCCER--GYMNASTICS--FRISBIE AND WHEELCHAIR 
COMPETITION .... ~ 
-, 
THE SPECIAL OLYMPICS PROGRAM IN KENTUCKY IS 
SPONSORED BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT FOR HUMAN 
RESOURCES ..... . 
.... -- . 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
VET-TECH ACCREDITATION 
11-28-77 
40 SEC. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT MORRIS 
NORFLEET HAS ANNOUNCED THAT THE AMERICAN VETERINARY 
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION HAS ACCREDITED M-S-U 1 S 
ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAM IN VETERINARY TECHNOLOGY ••••• 
VETERINARY TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS AT MOREHEAD 
STATE ARE TRAINED TO DEAL WITH LARGE AND SMALL 
ANIMALS AND ARE ELIGIBLE UPON GRADUATION TO TAKE 
THE STATE EXAMINATION TO BECOME A REGISTERED 
ANIMAL TECHNICIAN IN KENTUCKY ••••••. 
PRESIDENT NORFLEET SAID OF THE ACCREDITATION: 
QUOTE-
"AS THE ONLY PROGRAM IN KENTUCKY FOR THE 
PREPARATION OF ANIMAL TECHNICIANS--WE FEEL THAT 
PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATION IS OF VITAL IMPORTANCE 
TO OUR CORRENT AND FUTURE STUDENTS AND TO OUR 
GRADUATES" ••••• END QUOTE 
I 
I• 
.· 
I 
j 
.I 
THE FACULTY FOR THE ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAM 
CONSISTS OF 2 VETERINARIANS AND 3 ANIMAL TECHNICIANS •• 1 
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
WOMEN 1 S BASKETBALL 
11-28-77 
43 SEC. 
A YEAR AGO THIS TIME---MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
WOMEN 1 S BASKETBALL COACH MICKEY WELLS WAS 
PREPARING FOR WHAT PROVED TO BE A HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL 
SEASON ..... 
HIS ~ECRUITING ENABLED HIM TO TURN THE WOMEN 1 S 
BASKETBALL PROG~AM AROUND---FINISHING 16 AND 9 AND 
CAPTURING THE CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE KENTUCKY WOMEN 1 S j 
INTERCOLLEGIATE CONFERENCE ..... 
NOW A NEW SEASON IS APPROACHING AND COACH 
WELLS IS FEELING THE ANXIETIES OF A WINNER ..... 
HE HAS BEEN PLEASED WITH THE PERFORMANCES OF 
HIS PLAYERS IN A COUPLE OF INTRASQUAD SCRIMMAGES B~ 
ALSO NOTES THAT PLAYING AGAINST YOUR TEAMMATES IS 
NOT LIKE OUTSIDE COMPETITION ••••• 
HIS FIRST KNOWLEDGE OF HOW THE TEAM WILL PLAY 
IN ACTUAL COMPETITION WILL COME DECEMBER 7TH WHEN 
MARSHALL VISITS FOR THE SEASON OPENER IN WETHERBY 
GYMNASIUM •.••• ####### 
', 
•. OFFiCE OF NEWS SERV CES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIV RSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: ART SALE 
DATE: 11-29-77 
TIME: 25 SECONDS 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 1 S ART DEPARTMENT 
IS CONDUCTING ITS ANNUAL STUDENT CHRISTMAS ART 
SALE THROUGH DECEMBER 9TH IN THE CLAYPOOL-YOUNG 
GALLERY ••••••• 
MORE THAN 125 ART WORKS BY M-S-U STUDENTS ARE 
ON DISPLAY --- INCLUDING ORIGINAL PRINTS --
LITHOGRAPHS -- SILKSCREENS AND OIL AND ACRYLIC AND 
.] 
WATERCOLOR PAINTINGS •••••• 
GALLERY HOURS ARE FROM 8 ··.A-M TO 4 P-M ---
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY ••••• 
II 11 I) H ~~ II ~I II ~t 
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
TELEPHONE: 
SEMESTER ENDS 
12-5-77 
25 SEC. 
THE FALL SEMESTER IS WINDING DOWN AT MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY AND WILL OFFICIALLY END AT 
NOON ON SATURDAY--DECEMBER 17TH ••••• 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES WILL REMAIN OPEN 
THROUGH THURSDAY--DECEMBER 22ND AND WILL RESUME 
TUESDAY--JANUARY 3RD ArT 8 A-M •••• 
RESIDENCE HALLS REOPEN SUNDAY~-JANUARY 8TH 
AT 9 A-M AND REGISTRATION FOR THE SPRING 
SEMESTER BEGINS MONDAY--JANUARY 9TH AT 8 A-M ••••• 
###=!#!=## 
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 
SU,BJECT: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: 
I 
TELEPHONE: 
PINNING CEREMONY 
12•5-77 
25 SEC. 
A GRADUATION PINNING CEREMONY WILL BE HELD 
FRIDAY--DECEMBER 16TH IN MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 1S 
REED AUDITORIUM FOR 23 STUDENT NURSES AND 5 
MEDICAL ASSISTING STUDENTS WHO WILL HAVE 
SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THE 2-YEAR PROGRAMS ••••• 
THE 2-P-M CEREMONY IS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
WITH A RECEPTION FOLLOWING IMMEDIATELY IN THE 
CASSITY BUILDING ••••• #####H 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV R~LEASE 
606/783-33 25 
SUBJECT: 
TELEPHONE: 
REGISTRATION 
1 2-20-77 DATE: 
TIME: 37 SECONDS 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S SPRING SEMESTER 
OPENS MONDAY -- JANUARY 9TH WITH REGISTRATION OF 
GRADUATE STUDENTS AND SENIORS STARTING AT 8 A-M 
IN THE LAUGHLIN HEALTH BUILDING •••• 
JUNIORS AND SOPHOMORES ENROLL TUESDAY -- JANUARY 
lOTH -- AND FRESHMEN ARE SCHEDULED WEDNESDAY 
JANUARY ELEVENTH •••••• 
CLASSES BEGIN THRUSDAY --JANUARY 12TH •.•••• 
PERSONS ENROLLING FOR PART-TIME CLASSES ON 
CAMPUS SHOULD REGI'STER DURING THE REGULAR REGISTRATIO~ 
PERIOD •••• 
OFF-CAMPUS REGISTRATION ARE SCHEDULED WEDNESDAY -
JANUARY ELEVENTH IN ASHLAND ~- MAYSVIlLE AND MOUNT 
STERLING AND ON THRUSDAY -- JANUARY 12TH IN 
PIKEVILLE -- JACKSON AND PRESTONSBURG • • • • • 
' 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 TELEPHONE: 
SUBJECT: REAL ESTATE 
DATE~ 12-20-77 
TIME: 40 SECONDS 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S DEPARTMENT OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IS OFFERING 4 REAL ESTATE 
COURSES AT NIGHT DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER ••••• 
THE SCHEDULE CONSISTS OF APPRAISING-- REAL 
ESTATE INVESTMENTS -- REAL ESTATE MARKETING-2 
AND REAL ESTATE PRINCIPLES-ONE •••• 
THE COURSES ARE PART OF M-S-U'S OR 4 YEAR REAL · 
ESTATE PROGRAM AND MAY BE USED IN THE 30 HOURS OF 
CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION REQUIRED FOR REAL ESTATE 
LICENSE RENEWAL .•• 
REGISTRATION FOR THE CLASSES --WHICH MEET FROM 
6:30 P-M TO 9 P-M ONE NIGHT A WEEK IN THE COMBS 
BUILDING AT MSU -- IS SCHEDULED JANUARY 9TH THROUGH 
THE ELEVENTH FROM 8 A-M TO 4 P-M IN THE LAUGHLIN 
HEALTH BUILDING AND JANUARY 16TH THROUGH THE 19TH 
FROM 5 P-M TO 7 P-M IN BUTTON AUDITORIUM ••• #### 
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